BRIDGE TO RECOVERY.

We invite you to visit us and learn
what Palmstown Manor has
to offer or call us at

717.838.9000

Visit our website at
PalmstownManor.com

616 West Main Street
Palmrya, PA 17078

Schedule your continuation of care
today. Reserve a suite for a
Respite Stay in our personal care
neighborhood to take YOUR next
step to a safe return home with our

BRIDGE
to RECOVERY

Your Bridge to
Regain & Maintain

Comfort & Peace of Mind

Palmstown Manor offers care tailored specifically to YOUR needs. Each resident and their family
members are respected as participants with developing a transition plan for life after discharge.

We understand that each individual’s recovery
time is personal and needs to be handled as an
individualized experience. When facing a
discharge from a hospital, a skilled nursing or
rehabilitation center, you may be confronted
with medical insurance providers limiting
authorization for services. This may spark some
apprehension, causing you to feel not quite ready
to actually go home just yet.

Palmstown Manor is pleased to introduce the
Bridge to Recovery for individuals wishing to
take an extra step to ensure their path toward
recovery and independence remains on course.
With a respite admission into our personal care
neighborhood, you will receive the continued
medical care essential to assist you with your
steps to regain and maintain your health and
return home safely.

And for an additional
peace of mind…..
A respite stay to bridge YOUR recovery will
provide a continuation of coordinated care with
services tailored to fit your specific pathway
toward a sustainable recovery.

Benefits with a

Bridge to Recovery
Respite Stay










A choice for an extra step to sustain your
recovery
Reduce any possible hospital readmissions
Expanded daily support that surpasses
the limited hours which home health can
provide
24-hour support services
Peace of mind knowing there is around
the clock care with medical care partners
An opportunity to safeguard that your
home can accommodate your needs
Granting ample time necessary for medical
equipment to be in place before you return
home

Palmstown Manor’s personal care neighborhood
offers a relaxed, friendly atmosphere where
independence thrives. Our devoted staff will
provide you and your family alike with a peace of
mind knowing that assistance is close at hand.
Our amenities include:


Private suite with walk-in shower



Secure, safe accommodations



24-hour caregiving staff



Emergency response system



Availability of on-site physical, occupational
and speech therapy services



Life enriching and engaging activities



Multiple common areas for entertaining



Three delicious restaurant-style meals and
snacks



Medication administration



Daily housekeeping and laundry services



Transportation to medical appointments,
if needed



Individualized heating and air conditioning



On-site beauty / barber salon



Seamless discharge planning

